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Introduction

Cryptocurrencies have countless applications and use 

cases. Instead of pretending to be a catch-all crypto, FYD 

coin is a community-driven digital currency aimed at 

becoming the de facto currency of the gig economy.

It’s no secret that freelancers are driving the most 

signicant labor migration in history. As of 2018, up to 

36% of the US workforce is composed of gig econo36% of the US workforce is composed of gig economy 

laborers. Worldwide, that number is remarkably similar.

 

However, freelance platforms like Fiverr and Upwork 

charge high fees, are completely centralized, and require a 

bank account to use. As such, a decentralized workforce 

needs a decentralized P2P currency upon which it can rely. 



coinspecs

24/7 within 60 seconds Avg. fee: 0.00092046 FYD Immutable transactions

FYD transaction fees are so 
low, you won’t even notice.

Leave banks in the dust 
as you transfer instantly.

Keeps transactions fast and 
their history accessible.

Nearly fee-freeInstant transactions Public Blockchain

FYD

Find your developerName

Ticker

Consensus

Maximum supply

Circ. supply

Premine

Blocktime

proof of stake (X11)

650.000.000

300.000.000

650.000

1 minute

a decentralized crypocurrency



Masternode rewardsStaking rewards

Become a staker to secure 
the network and earn an 
income paid in FYD coin.

Hold FYD coin in your 
wallet to passively collect
FYD block rewards.

Master your nancial 
destiny by operating an
FYD masternode.

270 FYD 30 FYD

135 FYD 15 FYD

reward structure

Proof of stake

Earn a passive income Get paid for holding Get 70% blockrewards

make your savings work for you

Passive Income



Usecases

Find Your Developer: A P2P freelance 
platform for the gig economy.

Crypto education for dummies and
information for veterans

If you’re a freelance developer or 
designer, you’re widely in demand
around the world.

There hasn’t been a dedicated peer 
to peer freelance platform upon
whiwhich you can set your own rates 
without mediators — until now

initial native usecases

The FYD Education Portal features 
a rich set of instructional materials,
videos, tutorials, and blog articles

Inside the Education Portal, visitors 
can nd a plethora of materials to 
educate themselves on FYDcoin 
and cryptocurrency in general.

Find your developer

Educational portal



Increasing userbase Spreading the word

Grassroots effort aimed at 

onboarding newcomers into 

FYD and crypto worldwide.

We harness SEO-based 

content to attract newcomers 

into cryptocurrency.

Marketing campaigns

effectively maximize views 

and project engagement.

FYD is partnering with 

leading inuencers to create

sponsored content.

Using social media, we 

update in real-time about 

project developments.

Increasing FYD awareness

Marketing

FYD Community Content marketing

Leveraging Inuencers

growth hacking

Speeding adoption

Partnerships

FYD is partnering with both 

traditional- and blockchain

companies/projects.

Bolstering the ecosystem Transparency is key

Social mediaMainstream Marketing 



Roadmap

Idea formed, initial team assembly

Blockchain research, testing and development

Initial exchange listing (cryptobridge)

Research and development BETA platform

Rebranding, reforming ofcial team

Display Marketing (MNO/ihostmn)

Display marketing (CMC)

SEPT

AUG

APR

JAN

FEB

FEB

OCT

NOV

DEC

Coinmarketcap application

Whitepaper v1.0 release

Additional exchange listing
Website v2.0 release

Roadmap 2020 reveal

iHostMN ofcial partnership

Additional exchange listing (Crex24)

2019 goals


